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BBBBBUCKET FORKSUCKET FORKSUCKET FORKSUCKET FORKSUCKET FORKS

BF SERIES CLAMP-ON BUCKET FORKS mount easily in seconds to most loader buckets
without using tools.  Available in 1000 lb., 2000 lb., 3000 lb., 4000 lb., and 6000 lb. capacities.
Slidable handle allows forks to be mounted in most positions on the bucket, such as next to the side
or back of the bucket. Forks are equipped with handles for ease in mounting and handling. Forks
have a safety rating of two times the stated capacity.

Specifications subject to change without notice

BF SERIES
5 Models 1000 - 6000lbs. Capacity

SNOITACIFICEPS

SLEDOM 0001-FB 0002-FB 0003-FB 0004-FB 0006-FB

YTICAPACTFIL .sbl0001 .sbl0002 .sbl0003 .sbl0004 .sbl0006

HTGNELENITELBAESU "23 "63 "24 "24 "94

SSENKCIHTPILTEKCUB.XAM "4/3 "4/3 "4/1-1 "4/3-1 "4/1-2

EZISENIT "3x"2 "3x"2 "4x"2 "4x"2 "5x"3

THGIEW 09 011 051 071 572
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TRASH FORKSTRASH FORKSTRASH FORKSTRASH FORKSTRASH FORKS

Turns your material bucket into a trash bucket in less than a minute
Two heavy screw-lock clamp brackets with handles
2" square, 1/4" wall tubing by 20" long tines
Clamps fit deep into the bucket for added strength
Clamping brackets placed near the bucket side plates for added strength

TF SERIES CLAMP-ON TRASH FORKS are a handy tool that will make moving tree branches
and other debris an easy task.  An investment in these new quick on and off Clamp-On Trash Forks
will increase your front end loader’s versatility. Equipped with two heavy screw-lock clamp brackets
with handles, 2" square, 1/4" wall tubing by 20" long tines. Clamps fit deep into the bucket for added
strength.

TF SERIES
3 Models, 48"-72"

Specifications subject to change without notice

SNOITACIFICEPS

SLEDOM 84FT 06FT 27FT

EZISTEKCUB "84 "06 "27

HTDIW "64 "85 "07

SENIT 5 6 7

SENITNEEWTEBGNICAPS.XORPPA "2/1-8 "2/1-8 "9

THGIEW 061 081 012


